Masonal Thin Stone is:

Affordable – Comparable in price to artificial stone
Durable – Real stone that can be rocked and shaped
Endless Variety of natural stone colours and shapes to choose from
Local – Quarried and cut in Ontario
Maintenance Free – Does not deteriorate like cultured or artificial stone

Rustic Wilderness Collection

Provincial Grey

Old World

Frontenac

Summer Blend

www.masonalstone.com/gallery/RusticWilderness

Frontenac

Our Rustic Wilderness Collection includes a great variety of colours and textures of natural edged
limestones laid in gentle flowing lines. We are fortunate to have over 40 different colours of
limestones here in Ontario alone. The mostly rectangular stones are reminiscent of old traditional
stone buildings when masons split and shaped each piece to fit horizontal rows of stone.

www.masonalstone.com/gallery/ValleyEstate

Jasper Lodge

Vermont Grey

Our Valley Estate Collection blends the beauty of natural stone with the sophistication of crisp
detailed lines. Stones are cut to specific combinations allowing masons to tighten joints, lay patterns, and convey an elegance in fine detail. These cut combinations decrease the installation
time to make projects go faster and can be installed by someone who doesn’t have much masonry
skills as other stones require.

Valley Estate Collection

Glasgow Valley

Cobalt Valley

Niagara Valley

Ledgestone Collection

Modern Ledge

Old Rustic Ledge

www.masonalstone.com/gallery/LedgestoneCollection

Rosemount

Oxford Ledge

Valhalla

Our Ledgestone Collection is a mosaic of texture, colour and shade highlighting the creative
artistry of a master craftsman. The random patterns of thinly sliced stones takes much time and
skill to lay, but the overall impression is breathtaking. The stones come in individual pieces that
can be blended to fit limitless patterns and completed by corner pieces that finish the illusion of
depth to the stone.

www.masonalstone.com/gallery/RusticRubble

Rubble Buff

Elora Rubble

Our Rustic Rubble Collection combines different shapes, sizes and colours of stone into a random
collage. With the right mason, or artist, each wall or fireplace transforms into a work of fine art.

Rustic Rubble Collection
Olde Quebec

Olde Quebec

St. Jacobs Country

Glacier Marble Collection
Sapphire Blue

Sapphire Blue

Glacier Blue

www.masonalstone.com/gallery/GlacierMarble

Our Ontario Marble has outstanding properties that makes it easy to shape and process to make
a wide variety of products . From 9 foot long landscape steps, to ½” tiles, the strength and beauty
of this marble makes it very desirable in all our product categories. It ranges in colours from sparkling white quartzite to an aquamarine blue all the way to a midnight black.

www.masonalstone.com/gallery/GraniteCollection

River Rock

River Rock

The ageless attraction of our Ontario Granites inspire designers who aspire to use our local
Canadian Shield in new ways. Our granites range in colours and styles from subtle greys to
more traditional black and pinks. Our ashlars come hand rocked in precut combinations to
simplify installation.

Granite Collection

Muskoka Grey

Fieldstone

Steps & Coping Accessories

Countertops

Glacier Marble Steps

Cobalt & Glacier Marble Steps

Northern Grey Steps

Glacier Jumbo Flagstone

www.masonalstone.com/gallery/LandscapeProducts

Granite Steps

Coping

Glacier Marble Steps

We stock steps ranging from 3’ – 9’ in 5 different materials. Our Glacier Jumbo Flagstone is gauged
at 1¼” thick and averages 7 – 12 square feet per piece. We make copings with hand rocked, cut,
bull-nosed and flamed edges in any sizes. Our dense limestone and glacier marble make beautiful
countertops for your outdoor kitchens. We have huge slabs to custom cut piers, plinths, sills or any
other construction detail needs.

10 Sq. Ft. Box

100 Sq. Ft. Box

200 Sq. Ft. Pallet

Our thin veneer products come in a range of containers to meet every project size requirement.
The 10 square foot boxes can be moved by two people to restricted spaces, while the 100 square
foot box and 200 square foot pallet need a skid steer to move to location.

We also manufacture custom profiles and creative details to help accent doors, windows,
corners and openings on your stone project. 95% of our stone products are also made in a full bed
(4” thick) veneer to be laid in a traditional bed of mortar.

The History of Masonal Stone

Alvin Kuepfer, the creator of Masonal Stone, started 25 years ago with a belief that people still
admire the artisan skills of masonry and the beauty of natural stones for modern buildings.
Growing up surrounded by skilled Mennonite artisans he quickly honed his art craft, grew his
own business, and started cutting natural stones to enhance his intricate projects. The fabrication
shop now produces some of the most complex stone accessories in the building industry. From
precast refractories, carved detail edging in stone columns, window and door accents, to popular
thin natural stone veneers, the shop keeps busy all year round. Masonal Stone has recently invested
in growing thin stone veneer products to bring affordable natural stones into any part of your home.
For people who love the feel and beauty of real stone, it is the perfect design solution.

Please visit our website www.masonalstone.com to see many more stone blends we manufacture, as well as details to help you install thin stone veneer products to meet current building
code requirements. All of stones come from local quarries and are cut in Milverton, Ontario. This is
essential to assist people building “Green” projects using LEED Certification Standards concerned
about the use of sustainable local resources with
absolutely no waste in our manufacturing process.

